$6 16oz

BEST COAST IPA

Powerful citrus hop aromas that fade to pine.
Chocked-full of Mosaic, Citra and Cascade hops
to add a juicy, West Coast hop burst.
LIL’ BEST COAST IPA

77 IBUs

CREAM ALE

61 IBUs

7.0% ABV

7.1% ABV

A classic American ale with slightly more character
and body than a Pilsner, while remaining crisp
and easy drinking.

AMERICAN WHEAT

22 IBUs 5.2% ABV

Sweet wheat character balances crisp American
hops and a smooth finish.

PALE WHALE

21 IBUs

*Specialty beers are only served in
specified sizes for $6

A traditional English Special Bitter, with bready malt
character and a mild bitterness.

33 IBUs 5.2% ABV

Tropical fruit and berry hop aromas give way
to pine, with a balanced malt finish.

$4 8oz

FLAGSHIP BEERS
ESB

Light, crisp and easy drinking with all the hop
character of an IPA but lower body and alcohol.

PINEY IPA

$5 12oz

5.5% ABV

Brewed with wheat for extra body to compliment
floral and grapefruit character from Centennial hops.

40 IBUs 5.6% ABV

ENGLISH MILD

36 IBUs 5.5% ABV

Traditional English pub beer, Mild is seasonable
without sacrificing rich caramel and bread crust malt.

AMERICAN BROWN ALE

15 IBUs 4.5% ABV

Light and crisp, with slight pine and caramel.

IRISH RED

17 IBUs 4.7% ABV

A light bodied, malty ale with caramel and a touch
of roast.

DARK IRISH

21 IBUs

5.4% ABV

Not a porter. Not a red. Light bodied but full of
chocolate and caramel flavors with a clean finish.

PORTER

20 IBUs 5.3% ABV

This classic American Porter has the perfect balance
of chocolate, caramel and toasted malt for full flavor
with a medium-light body.

OAT STOUT [N2]

37 IBUs 5.5% ABV

Rich, velvety body from oats for smooth coffee
and chocolate aroma and flavor.

45 IBUs 6.7% ABV

SEASONAL BEERS
*AMERICAN SOUR [12oz]

American Golden Ale, lightly tarted with some sour melon qualities. Light, refreshing, crisp.

FRUIT WHEAT

16 IBUs 4.7% ABV

Our base American Wheat, fermented with
blackberry puree for a jammy fruit character over
a clean malt base.
				

15 IBUs 5.6% ABV

VIENNA LAGER

Processed using an old German method of
mashing called “decoction”, our Vienna Lager has
a deep amber color and more toast and caramel
flavors and aromas.

25 IBUs 5.3% ABV

BOCK
Caramel, bread crust, toast and honey
dominate this classic German, malty lager.
Medium-full bodied with a clean finish.
27 IBUs 7.0% ABV
SCHWARZBIER
Rich and roasty, Schwarzbier is a dark lager with
all the character of a porter, but with a light and
clean finish.

*CHAI IT OUT [12oz]

30 IBUs 5.1% ABV

Fall spice aromas from the Jasmine Pearl Tea Co.’s chai
combine with caramalized pumpkin for an
amazing flavor with a light mouthfeel.
27 IBUs 6.2% ABV

HAZY PALE

Exceptional, juicy aromas from the Mosaic and
Galaxy hops combine with pale malt to create a
more mild bitterness.

AUSSIE IPA

52 IBUs 5.4% ABV

Made with all Australian hops which gives this beer a
huge pineapple and mango character over a pillowy
malt base.
				
*AYE IPA [12oz]

58 IBUs 6.7% ABV

Traditional West Coast Imperial IPA. Clean pilsner
malt base, dry hopped with over 2lbs per barrel of Simcoe and Chinook hops for huge aroma over a clean
malt base.

RIP CITY RADIO RED IPA

75 IBUs 8.0% ABV

This remarkable, tropical and pineapple flavored red
with a dry NW finish was made for a remarkable city,
and its
remarkable team.

Experimental IPA (11:01)

58 IBUs 6.9% ABV

This is the first in a line of IPAs, each made by one
of our brewers! “Experimental Hoppy IPA 1” is a
balanced beer with a touch of citrus fruit.

60 IBUs 6.3% ABV

*BOURBON BARREL AGED STOUT [8oz]

Classic, rich Russian Imperial Stout aged in bourbon
barrels with caramel, vanilla and clove spice.
				

56 IBUs 11.2% ABV

